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Composite Volcanoes
• Found of destructive plate margins
• Acidic lava which is very sticky
• Steep sides as the lava solidifies quickly.
• Layers of ash and lava which is why they are
also known as stratovolcanoes. (Strato
means layers)
• Violent eruptions
• Longer time periods between eruptions

Stages of a Volcano
• Active
The volcano has erupted recently
and is likely to erupt again.
• Dormant
The volcano has not erupted in a
long time, but it is possible for it to
erupt in the future.
• Extinct
The volcano has not erupted in
thousands of years and it will no
longer erupt in the future.

Shield Volcanoes
• Found of constructive plate margins
• Runny, basic lava.
• Steep sides as the lava solidifies
quickly.
• No layers, these volcanoes are made of
lava.
• Less violent eruptions
• Short time periods between eruptions.

Glossary
Lava- Molten rock that is released from the Earth’s
core.
Magma- Molten rock that is found within the
Earth.
Destructive plate margin- Two tectonic plates
move towards each other.
Constructive plate margin- An area where two
tectonic plates are moving away from each other.
Crater- The hole at the top of a volcano where lava
and ash escape.

Resource:

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environme
nt/natural-disasters/volcanoes/

Volcanoes form when magma from beneath the
Earth’s crust, reaches the surface.
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The Earth’s Crust
Plates Tectonics
Plate tectonics are the movement and interaction of the Earth’s plates.
Plates float the mantle. Volcanoes and Earthquakes are made when the plates
move. The plates will move towards each other, move away from each other or
sometimes, one plate will rise above another.
Resource: National Geographic Video

•
•
•
•

Ring of Fire
Also known as the Circum-Pacific
Belt
Path along the pacific ocean
characterised by active volcanoes
and frequent earthquakes
It is approximately 25,000miles
75% of the Earth’s volcanoes are
located in the Ring of Fire (more
then 450 volcanoes)
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Plates Tectonics
Plate tectonics are the movement and interaction of the Earth’s plates.
vol
Plates float the mantle. Volcanoes and Earthquakes are made when the plates
move. The plates will move towards each other, move away from each other or
sometimes, one plate will rise above another.
Destructive plate margin- Two tectonic plates move towards each other. Also
known as a convergent plate boundary.
Forms composite volcanoes or stratovolcanoes and earthquakes.
Subduction- one plate is forced beneath another plate/
Constructive plate margin- An area where two tectonic plates are moving away
from each other. Also known as a divergent plate boundary.
Forms shield volcanoes and earthquakes.
Conservative plate boundaryWhen plates move past each other in different directions or the same direction
but at different speeds. The friction causes one of the plates to become stuck and
the pressure builds. When the energy is released, it causes an earthquake.
No volcanoes are formed on the conservative plate boundary.

Plates move towards
each other.
Oceanic plate/crust is
heavier (more dense)
and therefore forced
under the continental
plate/crust
(Subduction). Pressure
rises from the magma
and finds a way though
the weaker rock to form
volcanoes.

Plates move away
each other. Allowing
the magma to build
pressure and escape
to form shield
volcanoes.
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Earthquakes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An earthquake is the sudden violent shaking on the ground as a result of the movements of the Earth’s crust or volcanic action.
They can cause great destruction.
Earthquakes can be found at all three plate boundaries (constructive, destructive and conservative).
The focus is the point under the earth’s surface where the earthquake originates from.
The epicentre is the point directly above the focus on the earth’s surface, where the earthquake is felt the strongest.
Seismic waves are the waves of energy released by the earthquake. They are strongest at the epicentre.
Earthquakes are measured on the richter scale. They measure the magnitude of the earthquake which means, they measure how powerful the
earthquake is. The higher the number of the richter scale shows an earthquake with increased power. Earthquakes measuring 1 or 2 of the richter
scale happen every day and are not always felt by humans.
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Haiti 2010

Christchurch 2011
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facts
22nd February 2011
6.3 magnitude
Focus was 4.99km deep
181 people killed
2,000 injured
50% of buildings damaged
High income country

Responses
• International aid of around
$6-7million
• 300 Australian police
officers went to help
• $898 million in building
insurance claims

Why were
the
outcomes so
different?

Consider the
what impacts the
effect of an
earthquake
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facts
12 January 2010
7.0 magnitude
Focus was 12.87km deep
Epicentre was 25.75km from the capital
220,000 people killed
300,000 people were killed
Main port badly damaged
8 hospitals collapsed
300,000 homes either destroyed or damaged
2million people left without food or water
Low income country

Responses
• Aid was slow to arrive due to the damaged
port.
• USA sent troops to help.
• UK government donated £20million.
Haiti was dependent on
overseas aid.
Information from BBC Bitesize

